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Introduction

riminal law is the biggest, scariest tool in the arsenal of
governmental powers: it can result in loss of property,
loss of freedom, and even loss of life. That theme is
repeated through history and literature, as readers of Crime and
Punishment,1 The Count of Monte Cristo,2 The Gulag Archipelago,3
or countless other works from countries around the world understand. Criminal law is the means by which government’s
coercive power over those within its domain ultimately is effected―either through the direct imposition of criminal punishments or the threat of their imposition.4 It is also a power that
is brought to bear through retrospective action; the application
of criminal punishments inevitably depends on determinations
of fact respecting past conduct and of the fit between facts and
legal rules. Rules governing the criminal law are announced
in advance, but their enforcement depends on decisions made
after the conduct occurred, determining whether the conduct
will be a basis for criminal prosecution, on what terms, with
what energy, and ultimately whether the conduct violates the
law and what punishment will be assessed.
Because it poses the gravest threat to individuals’ lives,
liberty, and property, criminal law traditionally has been circumscribed in special ways. The essence of the rule of law is
the reduction of official discretion to the point that exercises
of official power are predictable in advance—independent of
the particular official wielding that power—by those to whom
the law’s power is directed.5 The development of law in nations
that adhere strongly to the rule of law very largely has been
built on the foundation stone formed by an accretion of rules
constraining criminal power—precisely because it is the power
that is essential to tyranny.6
The same appreciation is evidenced in the construction
of government in the United States. The background understanding is illustrated in the justification offered by Alexander
Hamilton for the special protection of trial by jury in criminal
cases. Although Hamilton’s purpose in writing the essay that
appeared as Federalist No. 83 was to combat assertions that the
proposed Constitution abolished rights to civil trial by jury,
his essay also underscored the difference those in the Framing
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generation saw between civil and criminal law:
I must acknowledge that I cannot readily discern the inseparable connection between the existence of liberty, and
the trial by jury in civil cases. Arbitrary impeachments,
arbitrary methods of prosecuting pretended offenses,
and arbitrary punishments upon arbitrary convictions,
have ever appeared to me to be the great engines of judicial despotism; and these have all relation to criminal
proceedings.7
With that difference in mind, governments in the United
States have adopted special rules that restrict the ways in which
criminal sanctions can be announced, tailored, and applied.
Prohibitions on ex post facto law-making (attaching criminal
punishments to conduct not unlawful at the time)8 and on bills
of attainder (creating special punishments for specific, identified
or readily identifiable individuals),9 acceptance of special rules
of procedure and burdens of proof and persuasion (for example,
the presumption of innocence, protections against coerced
testimony, requirements of unanimity for criminal conviction,
safeguards against double jeopardy)10—all of these are devices
for protecting citizens against the unchained and unchecked
criminal law power of the state. So, too, is the long-standing
requirement that laws be reasonably knowable in advance, either
because they deal with matters of such basic morality that every
sentient being can be presumed to understand the nature of
the law’s prohibition (e.g., unprovoked killing, theft, assault) or
because the person against whom the law is being enforced had
every opportunity and incentive to know the law.11
More recently, however, both practical and doctrinal
changes have significantly reduced the degree to which criminal
punishment fits rule-of-law ideals. Although far from the only
cause, the expansion of criminal sanctions as a by-product of
an extraordinary explosion in administrative rulemaking that
is backed by criminal liability has helped propel this change.
While there are reasons to support criminal enforcement of administrative decision-making, the ways in which administrative
rules are adopted, applied, and enforced and the scale of governmental law-making (including administrative rule-making)
that has provided the grounds for potential criminal penalties
have produced a massive increase in government power that
risks serious erosion of individual liberty. This change cries out
for immediate attention—and for changes to the law.
Admittedly, discussion of overcriminalization, like discussion of “tax loopholes,” to some extent is a matter of perspective.
Many commentators have noted that a loophole is a deduction
the speaker dislikes (even if those who benefit from the deduction loudly applaud it). In the same vein, any list of criminal
penalties (specifically or generically) that make for the excessive use of criminal law—in other words, what constitutes the
“over” in overcriminalization—certainly is debatable.12 And
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some scholars believe that focusing on the growing array of
statutory and administrative provisions that can give rise to
criminal punishment misleads in comparison to the set of cases
for which charges actually are brought.13 But what should not
be debatable is the understanding that a problem now exists
and that its continuation threatens the rule of law.14 No matter
which provisions and doctrines seem beneficial in particular
settings, concern over the current state of the law—and even
more, its direction—should be common ground.
This paper begins with a brief review of the contrasting
approaches of criminal law and administrative law—the traditional rules of criminal law and process that provide protections
against misuse of government power and the basic predicates
animating delegation of authority to administrative decisionmakers, circumscribing their exercise of authority, but also generally facilitating administrative exercise of authority. The paper
then discusses experience with statutory and administrative rule
generation and application, explaining how differences between
administrative law and criminal law play out in these contexts.
Special attention is given to tensions between the bodies of law (on paper and in practice) and discretion-limiting
principles associated with the rule of law. While accommodations for both administrative law and criminal law have been
worked out that have been generally satisfactory—that have
gained broad acceptance in the United States and other lawbound nations—modern realities increasingly have allowed
exercises of power that strain the limits of the rule of law. This
is particularly evident in the expansion of criminal penalties
(driven in substantial part by administrative rulemaking) and
of the discretionary power exercised by officials entrusted with
enforcement of criminal laws. Debate focused on the frequency
of prosecutions misses the point that even relatively rare applications of criminal enforcement powers can have significant
effects, given the common trade-off between frequency of
enforcement and magnitude not only of penalties but also of
officials’ discretionary power respecting enforcement choices.
Changes both to laws and judicially-constructed doctrines are
needed to protect against potential abuse of government power.
I. Criminal Law and Administrative Law: A Tale of Two
Cities
An enduring metaphor in American political discourse is
that of the “city on the hill.” Its original use in America by John
Winthrop, first Governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, as
well as its Biblical antecedent, denotes a place of special visibility where flaws cannot be hidden and where, hence, there
is special reason for charity, compassion, and cooperation. In
a similar vein, the “cities” represented by our criminal and our
administrative processes, as provinces of especially important
applications of government power, should be especially subject
to scrutiny and, ideally, should embody the citizenry’s highest
ideals for the exercise of government power. The bodies of law
that undergird these two cities, however, are not the same—they
address different needs, start with different predicates, and have
been subject to different stresses and distortions. It is helpful to
begin with the basic assumptions framing these bodies of law.
A. Predicates for Criminal Law
The primary principles that describe criminal law can be
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captured in a very limited set of restraints on the substance of
criminal prohibitions and a relatively expansive set of limitations
on the application of criminal laws.
1. Substantive Limits
Substantive constraints include proscriptions on singling
out specific individuals for special punishment—the passage of
bills of attainder, which the Constitution makes unlawful for
the states as well as for the national government15—on imposing retroactive punishments (also constitutionally prohibited
for state and national government),16 on cruel and unusual
punishments,17 on vaguely defined crimes,18 and on penalties that are overbroad because they attach to constitutionally
protected conduct as well as to conduct legitimately subject to
criminal punishment.19 These limits on substantive criminal
law essentially boil down to two basic concerns that share a
single root: notice and generality.20
2. Notice
First, constitutional rules restrain uses of the criminal law
that can’t be predicted by those subject to the law, who then are
deprived of meaningful opportunity to conform their conduct
to the law’s requirements. That is the burden of prohibitions
on ex post facto laws, on vague laws, and to a large degree on
overbroad laws as well, where the boundary between the permitted and prohibited cannot readily be known in advance. These
are ancient requirements for criminal punishment and quintessential protections against tyranny; they were known before the
time of the Roman emperors, though circumvented by Emperor
Caligula’s reported practice of having his new laws written in
small characters and posted high up where they were difficult
to read.21 The fact that this was seen as a radical departure from
accepted requirements for the law underscores the importance
of notice to the legitimacy of criminal punishment. The notice
concern also accounts for the recently reinvigorated rule of
lenity, requiring that rules subject to criminal penalties should
be construed narrowly and any ambiguity should be resolved
in favor of the individual or entity charged under the law.22
3. Generality
Second, constitutional rules also restrain deployment
of the criminal law in ways that either expressly place special
punishments on particular individuals or are particularly likely
to facilitate such special, targeted punishments. The prohibition
on bills of attainder is clearly aimed at this sort of manipulation
of criminal sanctions to punish those who are enemies of the
officials wielding government powers. So, too, however, are
restrictions on overbroad laws (where the application of the
law almost certainly will be selective) and on cruel and unusual
punishments (a provision that notably requires the penalty to
be not only especially harsh but also uncommon).23 As with
notice requirements, generality requirements are important
protections against tyranny: when sauce for the goose also is
sauce for the gander, ganders are far less inclined to be throwing geese in the pot.24
4. Process Limits
In addition to the nature of the laws themselves, the process of applying the criminal law traditionally has been subject
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to a substantial number of rules designed to prevent wrongful conduct of law enforcement officials in deciding which cases to
convictions and to restrain abuses of discretion by those charged bring (especially which not to bring) is checked by their supervisors or by the public that selects officials who are ultimately
with enforcing the law.
responsible, while the decision to bring charges is checked by
5. Combatting Wrongful Convictions
the requirement that prosecutions must pass scrutiny from
One of the elementary observations every first-year law officials (and private citizens) who are not subject to the same
student hears is that society views the risks of wrongful convic- personal or political imperatives. In other words, bring a bad
tions and wrongful acquittals as asymmetrical, with conviction case, you lose, and you may also lose favor with your bosses or
of the innocent carrying greater social weight. This asymmetry the public for wasting public resources.
explains a great many special rules of criminal procedure. A
In the end, law enforcement discretion is retained as esnon-exhaustive list would include the following: criminal sential to the functioning of a system where complex judgments
convictions, unlike civil jury verdicts, require unanimity; de- are needed, but the whole thrust of the system (at least at the
fendants are presumed to be innocent, so the prosecution bears level of legal doctrine) is to constrain, channel, and check disthe burden of persuasion and the burden of proof; defendants cretion to guard against the sorts of serious problems that can
have the right to decline to provide testamentary evidence; arise where personal liberty, property and even life are at risk.31
potentially prejudicial information (respecting matters such
B. Predicates for Administrative Law:The Basics
as a defendant’s prior convictions) is kept from jurors. In all
The basic predicates for administrative law look very difthese respects, the playing field in criminal processes is tilted
ferent from those underlying criminal law: in contrast to the
in favor of the accused.
more “target sensitive” character of criminal law predicated
6. Restraining Discretion
on concerns about potential misuse of government power,
The other leg of limits on criminal law enforcement tar- administrative law places greater emphasis on providing leegets abuse of discretion. Safeguards such as the prophylactic way for agencies to implement laws within their purview in
Miranda rule specifying particular sorts of warnings to suspects ways the implementing officials think best. If criminal law
(restricting the way police can gather evidence),25 the Brady leans toward restraining conduct that expands the chances for
requirement that prosecutors share exculpatory evidence (which punishments that respond to particular officials’ inclinations
limits discretion in the characterization of available evidence),26 regarding individual enforcement targets or that are less readthe prohibition on double jeopardy (which prevents strategic ily anticipated by those subject to the law, administrative law
decisions on what evidence to utilize and restricts game-playing leans toward providing scope for official judgments within a
in trials),27 and the guarantee of a speedy and public trial broad legal framework.
(which constrains manipulation of the timing and conduct of
Administrative law is not concerned in the main with
trials)28 can be seen as efforts to restrict possible abuses of law extraordinary impositions on individual citizens. Instead, its
enforcers’ discretionary choices. If everyone receives the same domain is the set of procedures appropriate to the functioning of
warnings, the same evidence, and the same protections against government agencies with broad mandates to facilitate conduct
manipulative re-trials, the range of opportunities for abuses of that is seen as publicly beneficial (encouraging conservation
law enforcement discretion is reduced.
efforts or public health initiatives or promoting innovation
The system does not, of course, eliminate discretion. through award of patents, for example), to move resources more
Indeed, one of the central attributes of the criminal law system directly toward uses that are desirable (supporting labor trainas traditionally conceived is the assignment to law enforcement ing programs or infrastructure building or repair or providing
officials of discretion not to pursue particular suspects, not to direct assistance to specific beneficiaries, as with programs such
arrest or charge them, and not to prosecute. The law does not as Social Security, Medicare, or various programs for military
incorporate a requirement that all crimes are investigated, all veterans), or to regulate activities that can conflict with public
suspects are pursued, or all persons who seem likely to have interests (an endless list of mandates for the “alphabet” agencies:
committed crimes are prosecuted. No one would want to the CPSC, FCC, FERC, FTC, ITC, SEC).
require prosecution or arrest of individuals who, after inquiry,
The difference between the two fields follows from the
seem not to have committed a crime, or seem not to have had difference in their focus. The fundamental character of one
the requisite state of mind to satisfy elements of the crime, or body of law is mostly restraining, the other mostly enabling.
whose circumstances make the crime less blameworthy (for
This does not mean that administrators are free simply to
example, the 96-year-old great-grandmother who shoplifts a do as they like. As with criminal law, administrative law imposes
can of tuna).
a variety of constraints on official action, both substantive and
Prosecutorial discretion is defended principally on two procedural. Agency action must be authorized by particular
grounds. The first is pragmatic: law enforcement resources are statutes, and the first constraint on administrative officials is
invariably finite and, in any society with more than a very small found in the terms of the laws that set the limits around specific
number of crimes choices must be made respecting the way to administrative action.
use those resources.29 The second justification for prosecutorial
Apart from specific enabling legislation, the law contains
discretion is grounded in the concept of legality.30 Officials numerous generally applicable rules for proper performance of
charged with investigation and prosecution are separated from administrative functions―including, for example, mandated
those charged with evaluating the case against an accused; separation of certain functions,32 procedural requirements
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for making administrative rules and for adjudicating disputes
within an agency’s purview,33 and provisions for making information held by an agency publicly available (through open
meetings or ex post disclosures).34 Much significant agency
action follows from rulemaking proceedings that are designed
to resemble legislative processes or from adjudicative proceedings that are more or less similar—at times, quite similar—to
those followed in courts. And most administrative action also is
subject to scrutiny both within the agency and, if it is significant,
by others through the executive review process (run through the
White House’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs),
various mechanisms for inter-agency coordination (which can
perform roles similar to, though not formally constituting,
review), and judicial review.35
1. Imaginary Limits on Real Power
Procedural requirements and review can provide powerful
constraints on official power. But the constraints only work to
the extent that they in fact provide effective limits on agency
actions. While some of the ways in which official authority is
restricted provide meaningful checks, and in select instances
have been very important sources of limitation, more often
the obstacles to untoward exercises of official discretion have
proved speed bumps instead of stone walls.
2. Nondelegation
One of the potentially most important restraints on official discretion is the “nondelegation doctrine.” The doctrine
sensibly states as “a principle universally recognized as vital to
the integrity and maintenance of the system of government
constrained by the Constitution” that “Congress cannot delegate legislative power.”36 This straight-forward interpretation
of Article I, Section 1’s declaration that “ legislative power”
granted by the Constitution “shall be vested in a Congress”
makes perfect sense, but has made little difference to the scope
of authority given to other officials. The case that gave the classic formulation to the doctrine, Field v. Clark, approved a law
giving the President the power to impose duties on a variety of
imported goods “for such as time as he shall deem just” if and
when he decided that the nations exporting those goods treated
imports from the U.S. in a “reciprocally unequal and unreasonable” manner—hardly a precise or constraining directive.37
The Supreme Court also has approved numerous other
delegations of authority on the ground that the assignments
were not of legislative power but of administrative authority,
even if they give extraordinary scope for policy choices by administrators, such as the instruction for the FCC to hand out
licenses to spectrum users “as the public convenience, interest
or necessity requires.”38 The test is whether the Court divines
in the governing law “an intelligible principle to which the
person or body authorized to [act] is directed to conform.”39 As
the Court’s decisions over the past century make clear, “intelligible” does not mean that Congress has done the hard work of
deciding what competing public interests should be taken into
account, much less the harder work of resolving the inevitable
differences among them.40
3. No Delegation
Similarly, courts might constrain administrative discretion
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by narrowly construing the ambit of authority granted to the
agencies. In particular, courts might insist on very clear delegations of authority to an agency to act in respect of a particular
matter—to assert general authority to address a given topic,
to direct its actions to a given set of enterprises or activities,
to embark on a particular course of regulation (rate-setting,
for example)—even if the lack of a meaningful nondelegation
doctrine does little to put bounds around the actual terms of the
authorization Congress gives the agency. This occurs on occasion.41 But courts also have allowed agencies to assert authority over matters when there was no express grant of authority,
even confirming agency authority so unclear that the agency
had denied it had that authority and had sought unsuccessfully
to attain express congressional authorization before changing
course and asserting that the authority had existed all along.42
For instance, for many years the FCC denied it had
authority to regulate cable television, which fit neither within
the grant of authority over telephone and telegraph wire common carrier functions nor within the grant of authority over
allocation of spectrum use by radio, television, and other overthe-air services. When the FCC failed to get Congress to grant
authority over the burgeoning cable TV industry, it discovered
that the authority existed anyway under an administrative analogy to the Constitution’s “necessary and proper” clause—no
matter how unnecessary or improper the actual regulations.
The Supreme Court approved the assertion of authority under
a very questionable rationale, an approval that has encouraged
further efforts to extend FCC authority ever since.43
Just as the current version of the nondelegation doctrine
grants Congress substantial room to assign scope for discretionary policy choices to administrators, courts commonly allow
leeway for agencies to exercise discretion in determining the
scope of their assignments.44
4. Deference
Perhaps the clearest example of the leeway given to administrative officials generally is encapsulated in the Chevron
doctrine.45 Chevron declares that, when agency action is challenged as inconsistent with its statutory instruction, courts ask
first if Congress has “directly spoken to the precise question at
issue.” If so, that is binding; if not, courts are directed to defer
to any reasonable agency interpretation of the law.46 The assumption behind Chevron deference is that courts would have
to defer to administrative policy choices if Congress expressly
gave authority to make such choices to the agency; by analogy, the Court stated that Congressional failure to specify a
precise answer to a policy question can constitute an implicit
delegation of authority.47 Judicial failure to defer to reasonable
agency interpretations of law in such settings would overstep
judicial bounds.48
The Supreme Court has argued endlessly over details of
the Chevron test and its application, and it has referred in some
cases to older tests for deference as well.49 Scholars have argued
over whether Chevron has raised even further the traditionally
high degree of deference given to administrative decisions and
whether the costs of litigating (and anticipating) applications of
the Chevron rule are worth whatever is gained in administrative
efficiency or fidelity to law.50 But the bottom line is that under
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any of the iterations of the deference canon, judges generally
As the subjects committed to agency rule-making have
have been supportive of administrative exercises of discretion expanded and the magnitude of the effects from agency ruleeven on questions that are so close to the law-interpreting role making have increased, additional requirements—judicial,
assigned to courts as to be virtually indistinguishable.
legislative, and executive—have been layered on top of the initial
ones, leading some commentators to complain that federal ruleII. Law-Making, Administration, and Prosecution
making had become “ossified” and unworkable.56 Undeniably
Differences between the two bodies of legal doctrine de- some new and significant requirements have been added to what
scribed above respond to different expectations about the critical agencies must do in rulemaking, including those imposed by
function to be served by each. The divergence in expected ori- the Paperwork Reduction Act, the Regulatory Flexibility Act,
entation of criminal and administrative law—between focusing and the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act.57 But other, much
on specific conduct so outside the realm of the acceptable as to discussed demands on the agencies are not formally necessary to
be criminal and focusing on handing out benefits to large num- rulemaking. For example, courts at times have asked for more
bers of recipients, processing patent applications or tax returns, complete explanation of the basis for a new rule when reasons
licensing pipelines or television stations, regulating food and given in support of the rule did not counter objections that
drug offerings, and the like—is reflected in different expecta- were supported by substantial information in court filings.58
tions about rule-generation. Differences in the visibility and In other words, these were not general requirements for makfrequency of rule-generation also have important implications ing rules but evidentiary requirements for justifying rules once
for the acceptable means of giving rules effect, of the sorts of the initial burden on the party challenging the rule was met.
mechanisms appropriate to assure compliance with them. Use
For rules of major economic or political importance, the
of the criminal law, as shown below, to enforce an expanding difference may be slight in practice, as there is apt to be a chalarray of administrative rules has unfortunate consequences.
lenge backed by substantial information about the weaknesses
of such rules in virtually every case, but that does not affect
A. Rule-Generation
the vast majority of rules—and it isn’t terribly unreasonable
1. Law-Making and Rule-Making
to expect that when rules have a major economic impact, the
The initial difference so far as rule generation goes is that officials adopting them should be able to explain the rules’
rules setting out the basis for criminal sanctions traditionally basis in something other than conclusory terms. However,
have been products of legislative enactments.51 Administrative for government agencies imposing burdens on others than can
rules, on the other hand, have dealt with all sorts of specifica- run to billions of dollars annually, it seems entirely sensible to
tions of what those subject to the particular agency’s jurisdiction expect something more than the equivalent of “because I’m
must do or not do, how the agency will conduct its business, your mother and I say so!”
what its interpretation of its governing mandate is, or how it 2. Laws, Rules, and Crimes
balances policy considerations urged as relevant to resolution
Despite the increased justification required for rules, at
of a specific problem.
The two sources are not equally suited to quick or prolific least in some settings, there has not been a real rulemaking
rule-generation. Despite recent complaints about “gridlock” deficit. In fact, rules have been pouring out of federal agencies
and the fact that the Framers self-consciously designed the U.S. for decades. Federal agencies issue between 3,000 and 5,000
Constitution to be more amenable to decisive action by the new rules in a typical year, covering between 20,000 and
59
national government within its allotted sphere, the Constitu- 40,000 pages annually in the Federal Register. In comparition also was very much devised as a governance regime whose son, Congress typically passes between 200 and 400 laws each
combination of checks and balances were calculated to inhibit year, though outliers have varied significantly on either side of
60
action that did not have strong support across a variety of po- those figures.
This disparity in rule-creation poses special problems in
litical sources and regions. In other words, it was intended to
delay action until it had been carefully considered, to frustrate connection with criminal law, dramatically exacerbating the
tyranny of the majority as well as of smaller factions.52 The issues associated with large numbers of federal crimes. The
default position was, thus, for the national government to exact numbers are disputed—and almost certainly unknowable
with any degree of precision—but it is clear that the number
take no action.
In contrast, administrative rule-making is designed to be of provisions that carry criminal punishment has grown drarelatively expeditious, with “some action” instead of “no action” matically over the past 50 years, and especially over the past
61
as the norm. There are relatively few procedural requirements, 25 years. The increase has come partly from increasing resort
and these mainly were conceived as modest prods to fair and to criminal penalties in statutes. Estimates of the number of
effective government rather than as high hurdles that agencies federal laws containing criminal sanctions generally place the
62
would surmount only with considerable difficulty.53 The public figure in the range of 4,000-5,000. The (primarily political)
pronouncement initially required of agencies proposing rules reasons behind the increasing use of criminal penalties have
63
was not an elaborate advance explanation and lengthy mar- been explored by others; for present purposes, it suffices that
shaling of evidence but a simple notice of “either the terms or the pressures for criminalizing a range of activities—including
substance of the proposed rule or a description of the subjects considerable conduct about which views on propriety, much
and issues involved.”54 Similarly, the rule itself did not need less criminality, differ―and for bringing an expanded array of
a full explication of its operation but only “a concise, general crimes within the federal sphere do not seem to be abating.
Even as statutory criminal provisions are proliferating, far
statement of [the rule’s] basis and purpose.”55
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more new rules backed by criminal sanctions have come from
administrative bodies. The number of criminally-enforceable,
administratively-generated rules is estimated at between 10,000
and 300,000.64 Such a wide spread in the estimates indicates
that there are different ways of counting—entire rules, for example, versus separate provisions that contain prohibitions of,
or requirements for, particular actions, each backed by potential
criminal liability. By way of comparison, one review puts the
number of “individual regulatory restrictions” contained in
existing federal regulations at more than one million,65 a figure
that would make the larger number of criminally enforceable
rules understandable as separate regulatory requirements,
rather than entire rules. It also suggests that roughly a third
of all federal regulatory requirements are enforceable through
criminal prosecution, a staggering number for a system of
administrative rule-making that is built on flexibility for and
deference to decisions of unelected officials.
Whatever the exact number of rules, it is clear that finding
all federal criminal provisions would require a truly daunting
search. If focused strictly on statutory enactments, the search
would cover 51 titles and more than 27,000 pages of the U.S.
Code, while looking for the whole body of potential criminal
offenses flowing from administrative regulations would necessitate going through nearly 240 volumes of the Code of Federal
Regulations spread across roughly 175,000 pages—and that
was as of four years ago!66 Even for speed-readers who can
master turgid prose and have a taste for tedium, that’s quite a
research project.
B. Rule-Application
The enormous size of the corpus of legal materials containing federal criminal laws and administrative rules with the
force of law, wholly apart from any sources of authoritative
explanations or interpretations, has substantial impact on the
way the federal criminal law should be applied—think of this
as what follows when the skinny high school kid balloons into
a sumo-size grown-up. Two sorts of problematic prospects in
particular follow from the way this body of criminal law has
grown: penalizing the reasonably unaware and expanding discretion for law enforcers. Both of these developments threaten
the rule of law.
1. Ignorance of Law in a Law-Rich World
First, conviction under the criminal law traditionally has
required that the defendant either know or should have known
that his conduct violates a legal requirement. So, for example,
common law crimes in Anglo-American law—such as murder,
mayhem, rape, robbery, assault, or arson—required behavior
combined with intentionality that together so obviously violated accepted norms of behavior as to give fair warning of
what conduct would prove criminal. Where statutory crimes
were not defined in ways that gave similar notice, as happens
where criminal laws are vague, judges customarily have held
that conviction under the laws violated standards such as due
process or the Sixth Amendment’s requirement of notice of the
nature of the accusation being made.67 The notion is captured
by Justice Sutherland’s observation, writing for the Supreme
Court in rejecting criminal charges for a government contractor
accused of paying wages too low in relation to those “prevail-
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ing” in the “locality:”
That the terms of a penal statute creating a new offense
must be sufficiently explicit to inform those who are
subject to it what conduct on their part will render them
liable to its penalties is a well recognized requirement,
consonant alike with ordinary notions of fair play and the
settled rules of law, and a statute which either forbids or
requires the doing of an act in terms so vague that men of
common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning
and differ as to its application violates the first essential
of due process of law.68
In the same vein, judges have remonstrated that “men of common intelligence cannot be required to guess at the meaning
of ” a criminal law.69
Most discussion of the issue of “fair warning” has focused
on the degree to which laws are written clearly enough to pass
muster. But other cases have turned to questions apart from
the actual statutory text. On occasion, courts have asked how
much uncertainty in a law’s text can be cured by explication of
its meaning by courts or other authoritative sources.70
Judges also have asserted that requirements of criminal
intent can cure vagueness, as where the law requires that a
defendant has “willingly” or “intentionally” engaged in conduct.71 Certainly, eliminating mental states (some form of
intentionality) as elements in criminal law can aggravate “fair
warning” problems. If the conduct is not sufficiently well
defined to satisfy the “fair warning” requirement, however, the
fact that the conduct actually engaged in was intended cannot
provide notice that the conduct is criminal.72 Knowing that
you’re doing something and intending to do it is not the same
as knowing that what you are doing is criminal and intending
to do it anyway.
This moves us closer to the heart of the problem: the more
serious issue usually is not the clarity of the law standing alone
but whether there was a reason to expect the defendant to have
known of the law in the first place. Taking these issues together,
the question is whether there is a reason for the defendant to
have known that the law applied to the sort of conduct that
the defendant contemplated. The assertions made in numerous cases today are that it is not reasonable to interpret a rule
in a given way and, in the event the disputed interpretation is
adopted, that the defendant should not be charged with responsibility for a violation he could not have foreseen.
That is the claim, for example, in Yates v. United States,
which will be argued next Term in the Supreme Court.73 Yates,
who operates a fishing boat, was charged under a provision
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act74 for throwing several red grouper
(possibly measuring less than 20 inches long) overboard to
prevent federal officials from proving that his crew had caught
undersize fish. The provision, titled “Destruction, Alteration,
or Falsification of Records in Federal Investigations and Bankruptcy,” applied to anyone who “knowingly alters, destroys,
mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry
in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent
to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper
administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any
department or agency of the United States . . .”75 Yates argues
that it isn’t reasonable to view the law as applying to someone
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throwing fish overboard as opposed to shredding or destroying
documents (whether on a computer or on a physical medium
such as paper or a disk). He also says that it isn’t reasonable to
expect a fishing captain to know the details of Sarbanes-Oxley,
a 66-page long act introduced as the “Corporate and Auditing
Accountability, Responsibility and Transparency Act of 2002,”
codified at various sections scattered across the U.S. Code.
The courts frequently reject assertions such as Mr. Yates’ by
invoking the maxim that ignorance of the law does not excuse,
but the doctrine makes far less sense in the current, law-rich
world than when laws were largely congruent with morality,
were widely known to everyone in the community (or everyone
likely to encounter the law), or reasonably should have been
known by someone in a profession or business as a rule specifically applying to that profession or type of business.76 When
there are tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of rules
backed by criminal punishment, it is unrealistic to suppose that
enforcement targets know all of them.
Ordinary citizens almost certainly have no idea of many
of the criminal prohibitions and criminally-sanctioned requirements they might encounter, and even businesses that
use highly paid legal counsel may not be able to keep up with
all of the rules and regulations that could apply to them. The
much-criticized Lacey Act, which criminalizes trade in wildlife
or plants that were taken in violation of state, tribal, or foreign
law,77 is just one example of a law that almost certainly makes
criminal conduct that almost no one could predict. Its core may
be prevention of conduct that is visibly unlawful—poaching
alligators in Florida for sale in New York or trading in ivory from
illegally taken elephant tusks—but the full scope of conduct
made criminal under the law is almost unfathomably large.78
While commentators and judges have proffered several reasons
to support the ancient maxim on ignorance, none sensibly
justifies extending criminal punishment to individuals who are
reasonably unaware of the law.79 In a world where the scope
of criminal law is so amazingly large, most of us are reasonably
unaware of a great deal that could land us in jail.
2. Implications for Prosecutorial Discretion
The ultimate response to concerns of overcriminalization
is that prosecutors will not bring charges against the reasonably
unaware, but instead will spend their time targeting people and
enterprises that are engaged in conduct known to be unlawful.
One defense of current law starts with the proposition that federal criminal law is the tail of criminal enforcement and that everything other than cases involving drug offenses, immigration,
and weapons charges lies at the tail of federal enforcement.80
Concerns about charges based on odd or unknowable laws—use
of Woodsy Owl’s or Smokey the Bear’s likeness, for example,
two of the many crimes listed in the American Bar Association’s
report on the federalization of criminal law81—assertedly are
exaggerated because federal prosecutors are as unlikely to know
(and to try to use) those laws as defendants are to know them.82
The problem of prosecutorial discretion in a world with
such massive numbers of criminal prohibitions and regulations,
however, is not that there is apt to be a surge in prosecutions for
trivial or obscure crimes. Instead, the problem is that prosecutors, who enjoy the option of choosing whom to charge with
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which crime and how many crimes to charge, now are given so
expansive a range of potential charges that their discretionary
power is greatly magnified.83 Imagine that you’re a student
facing an important test; you know 70 percent of the questions
will come from three important chapters in the book; the rest
of the questions will come from the remaining material referred
to during the course. Does it matter if that material covers
175 pages or 175,000 or 1.75 million pages? Does it matter
if the teacher gets to select not just the questions but which
students will be asked to take the test? I have no doubt how
my high-school-age daughter and her friends would answer
those questions.
Having the opportunity to select enforcement targets and
to charge them with a very large number of crimes with potentially huge cumulative penalties gives prosecutors a weapon
not all will use and in all likelihood none will use routinely.
The defendants who are on the receiving end of such charges
may be selected for reasons that seem laudable; the prosecution
and conviction of Al Capone for tax evasion, for example, was
widely applauded. There may be good reason to accept the
assurance that prosecutors in general will behave in ways that
are consistent with reasonable expectations.
But a focus on the typical rather than the possible—a
good analytical instinct in many instances—misses the most
important point here. Giving a set of government officials such
a potent weapon, one that they are likely to deploy against a very
small subset of possible targets, creates a dramatic opportunity
for discretionary choices to be made on less attractive bases.84
Where enforcement is necessarily highly selective, penalties
often will have to be increased if enforcement is to be effective;
this means that a few people or entities will be charged with
crimes for which high penalties are possible but for which most
offenders will not be prosecuted.
Further, highly selective enforcement, if it is to affect
underlying behavior, cannot reveal the bases on which enforcement targets will be selected—imagine the IRS announcing
which deductions of what magnitude will cause the agency to
audit tax filers. The result is that the basis for selecting a small
number of potential targets for prosecution is not visible to,
or predictable by, the public. That sort of discretion, which
is largely insulated from significant sources of constraint in
individual cases, is antithetical to the rule of law. 85
The problem is even greater than might first appear, thanks
to other features of the current criminal law system. The ability
to threaten defendants with multiple charges, many involving
few defenses of the sort common in traditional crimes (defenses
keyed to absence of culpable mental states, for example), and
to confront them with a risk of staggering potential prison
time or financial cost or both, allows prosecutors to pressure
defendants to settle rather than to fight, to enter a plea bargain
that admits guilt (whether it truly existed or addressed conduct
that was truly wrongful in any meaningful sense), and to take
a small punishment.86
Worse yet, if the risk is large enough—if the penalties
that are threatened are sufficiently draconian—and the costs
of litigating high enough, defendants might accept quite harsh
punishment, even when they believe they’ve done nothing
wrong and are confronted with criminal charges of which
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they’ve had no fair warning.87 The real issue in the Yates case is
not whether the defendant did something wrong; it’s whether
the prosecutor should have free rein to charge a crime that seems
so far removed from the conduct at issue, one drawn from a law
targeting corporate accounting, not catching undersized fish.
What is even more unusual than the charge in the Yates case is
that the defendant found an ally to help fight the government,
where the overwhelming majority of defendants settle to avoid
the cost and risk of contesting these cases.88
The increase in plea bargains in place of trials has another
downside: it reduces the effective check on prosecutors. The
defense of prosecutorial discretion historically has been both its
necessity in a world of limited resources and its subjection to
the check of judicial processes for cases that go forward. As the
number of cases that go through the judicial process dwindles,
that argument loses force. Prosecutors are free to bring charges
without having to prove them in court. Of course, wholly baseless charges that cannot be sustained are not likely to exert much
pressure on defendants; but arguably sustainable charges, even if
based on weak and contestable grounds, combined with a large
number of charges with at least a slight prospect of success can
suffice to pressure defendants to settle. High potential costs
of litigation combined with some risk of conviction and huge
potential penalties often are enough to do the trick.
III. Conclusion
Growing numbers of federal crimes, driven largely by
the immense number of administrative rules that are criminally enforceable, have created a serious problem for anyone
committed to the rule of law. The typical prosecution may
be justified and the typical prosecutor may be well behaved,
but changes in the law have increased the risk of prosecutors
bringing charges against people who have done nothing wrong,
or nothing seriously wrong—nothing that traditionally would
have been thought of as criminal—and selecting the number
and nature of charges in a way that puts extraordinary pressure
on defendants to agree to a plea bargain.
The morphing of administrative law doctrines (which
are relatively deferential to exercises of government power)
with criminal law (which long was characterized by skepticism of assertions of government power and by rules designed
to constrain that power) has reduced historic protections for
criminal defendants. It particularly has diminished prospects
that defendants will be protected against charges of violating
rules that are neither self-evident nor matters a given individual
reasonably should be expected to know, the requirement of
“fair notice” that repeatedly has been acclaimed as an element
of due process.89
Courts do not need to require actual knowledge of
criminality to make the “fair notice” concept meaningful, but
they do need to recognize that without knowledge or culpable
ignorance “fair notice” is a myth. By the same token, Congress
should place clear limits on the power it gives administrative
officials to create criminally-enforceable rules. However much
observers may applaud a given use of administrative rulemaking and criminal enforcement, it is critical to understand the
growing risk to liberty from giving officials unchecked power
to use the criminal law by selecting from an open field of
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potential charges as they see fit. Attention to small risks—not
complacency that they have yet to materialize—is the legacy
of aspiring to be the “city on the hill” envisioned by those who
lay the foundations for our nation.
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